Manage your Warehouse with ease...

Pinpoint WMS is an easy-to-use software system which allows you to keep control of warehouse and third-party stock in cold stores, general warehousing operations, palletised, racked, bulk, or loose store environments. Vixsoft’s 25 years’ experience of working within the freight industry means we understand the challenges of third-party and contract logistics and our software is built to ensure that you win and retain business.

Pinpoint WMS is proficient in a wide range of activities including automatic R.H.D/ invoicing, Ancillary Charges, Stock Tracking, and Reporting.

Live Data to the CAB...

Uniquely, the application supports all the main bar-coding standards, together with hand-held, CAB devices and WIFI devices. This provides an increase in picking efficiency and can automate stock updates and movements from within the warehouse.

Reliability...

At Vixsoft we understand how crucial reliability is, so products are developed and supported with this as the primary focus. We will guide you through implementation, ensure updates are carried out with minimum disruption to your business, and provide rapid support whenever required.
+ **Powerful Functionality** - Includes automatic invoicing and account linking, rental handling and ancillary charges.

+ **Flexible** - Suitable for cold stores or warehouses, bulk or palletised stock, and supports part, full or mixed pallets.

+ **Automated** - Set up stock reports to email directly from the software.

+ **Enhanced Connectivity** - Optional Web-based browser enquiry screens (Requires PinPoint Presentation Plugin) enables customers to view stock levels online and in real-time.

+ **Unique features** - Supports various bar-coding standards and handheld/WIFI devices for increased picking efficiency and enhanced stock management.

+ **Quick and Easy-to-Use** - Incorporates a simple user interface with logical navigation and flow of processes. Ensures speed of use and minimal training requirements.

+ **Bespoke Additions** - Software can be adapted to suit individual needs.

---

**Simple...**

Our simple graphical user interface speeds workflow. The system reduces administration costs and enables you to offer customers a fast and efficient service.

Pinpoint WMS connects to the Internet, email, EDI, and RF solutions and blends seamlessly into Vixsoft’s Accounts, Transport and Freight Management Systems, providing a powerfully integrated solution.

With powerful reporting and auto-charging options, Pinpoint WMS provides centralised control over all inventories.

---

**Call us to arrange an online demo**

01472 266 000

Or visit us at www.vixsoft.com

Call +44 (0)1472 266 000 from outside the UK